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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are NOT acceptable ways to create a secure password hash in PHP? (Choose 2) 

A. md5() 

B. hash_pbkdf2() 

C. password_hash() 

D. crypt() 

E. openssl_digest() 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following table data and PHP code, and assume that the database supports transactions. What is the
outcome? 

Table data (table name "users" with primary key "id"): 

id name email 

1 anna alpha@example.com 

2 betty beta@example.org 

3 clara gamma@example.net 

5 sue sigma@example.info 

PHP code (assume the PDO connection is correctly established): 

$dsn = \\'mysql:host=localhost;dbname=exam\\'; 

$user = \\'username\\'; 

$pass = \\'********\\'; 

$pdo = new PDO($dsn, $user, $pass); 

try { 

$pdo->exec("INSERT INTO users (id, name, email) VALUES (6, \\'bill\\', \\'delta@example.com\\')"); $pdo>begin(); 

$pdo->exec("INSERT INTO users (id, name, email) VALUES (7, \\'john\\', \\'epsilon@example.com\\')"); throw 

new Exception(); 

} catch (Exception $e) { 



$pdo->rollBack(); 

} 

A. The user \\'bill\\' will be inserted, but the user \\'john\\' will not be. 

B. Both user \\'bill\\' and user \\'john\\' will be inserted. 

C. Neither user \\'bill\\' nor user \\'john\\' will be inserted. 

D. The user \\'bill\\' will not be inserted, but the user \\'john\\' will be. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

How can a SimpleXML object be converted to a DOM object? 

A. dom_import_simplexml() 

B. dom_export_simplexml() 

C. simplexml_import_dom() 

D. SimpleXML2Dom() 

E. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What will be the output value of the following code? 

$array = array(1,2,3); while (list(,$v) = each($array)); var_dump(current($array)); 

A. bool(false) 

B. int(3) 

C. int(1) 

D. NULL 

E. Array 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your supervisor wants you to disallow PHP scripts to open remote HTTP and FTP resources using PHP\\'s file



functions. Which php.ini setting should you change accordingly? 

Correct Answer: Answer: allow_url_fopen, allow_url_fopen=off, allow_url_fopen=Off, allow_url_fopen = off,
allow_url_fopen = Off 

 

QUESTION 6

What will an opcode cache ALWAYS automatically improve? 

A. Running time of a loop in a PHP script 

B. Efficiency of HTML markup generated by a PHP script 

C. Execution speed of a PHP script 

D. Memory footprint of a PHP script 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Before the headers are sent, how can you remove a previously set header? 

A. Use the header_remove() function, providing the name of the header 

B. Use the die() function to abort the PHP script 

C. Not possible 

D. Use the headers_list() function, providing the name of the header as the second argument 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What types of HTTP authentication are supported by PHP? (Choose 2) 

A. Basic 

B. Advanced 

C. Strict 

D. Digest 

E. Realm 

Correct Answer: AD 



 

QUESTION 9

You want to access the 3rd character of a string, contained in the variable $test. Which of the following possibilites
work? (Choose 2) 

A. echo $test(3); 

B. echo $test[2]; 

C. echo $test(2); 

D. echo $test{2}; 

E. echo $test{3}; 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 10

What will be the output of the following code? 

$a = array(0, 1, 2 => array(3, 4)); $a[3] = array(4, 5); echo count($a, 1); 

A. 4 

B. 5 

C. 8 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Your application uses PHP to accept and process file uploads. It fails to upload a file that is 5 MB in size, although
upload_max_filesize is set to "10M". Which of the following configurations could be responsible for this outcome?
(Choose 2) 

A. The PHP configuration option post_max_size is set to a value that is too small 

B. The web server is using an incorrect encoding as part of the HTTP response sent to the client 

C. The browser uses an incorrect encoding as part of the HTTP request sent to the server 

D. The hidden form field MAX_FILE_SIZE was set to a value that is too small 

E. PHP cannot process file uploads larger than 4 MB 

Correct Answer: AD 



 

QUESTION 12

You want to parse a URL into its single parts. Which function do you choose? 

A. parse_url() 

B. url_parse() 

C. get_url_parts() 

D. geturlparts() 

Correct Answer: A 
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